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Executive summary 
Blockchain has taken over the world with storm and is seen as the disruptor of every industry and could change the way the world conducts 
business. Blockchain is distributed, immutable ledgers of business transactions. The various blockchain platforms (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum, and 
Hyperledger) have unique schemes for verifying and recording transactions (e.g., Proof of Work, Proof of Stake, Proof of Time and Space, etc.) 
These schemes help to ensure the security and immutability of every entry. Blockchain can be public, permissioned, or private, each of which has 
distinct advantages and constraints. Its touted benefits include lower cost, risk, and capital requirements, faster transactions, more transparency 
and reliability, improved privacy, and unparalleled security, to name a few.  

Blockchain solutions that are available today do not address the mission critical need of the financial services industry (FSI). Unlike any other 
industry, transactions in the FSI segment are highly critical in nature, and infrastructure on which these transactions run needs to be highly 
resilient and highly available. Enterprises who are interested in blockchain are realizing that public cloud alone does not always meet their non-
functional requirements.  

The HPE Mission Critical Distributed Ledger Technology (MCDLT) solution addresses this mission critical need. The solution is built using Corda 
Enterprise – a permissioned distributed ledger platform applicable to any industry where privacy of transactions is important, for example, 
banking, insurance, supply chain, health care, etc., – running on HPE NonStop systems. Corda Enterprise was specifically designed to address the 
demands of the highly-regulated financial services industry, which makes it seamlessly applicable to any business. 

This Reference Configuration outlines an approach to architecting a highly available, highly fault tolerant, and highly secure distributed ledger 
technology solution with an enterprise-proven database built on an HPE Virtualized NonStop (vNS) system deployed in a virtualized IT 
environment built using HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers. 

Target audience: This document is intended for IT decision makers and other technology professionals who require a highly available and fault 
tolerant mission critical blockchain platform. 

Introduction 
The current blockchain ecosystem is fragmented, immature, and mainly consists of startups. All blockchain platforms are touted to be enterprise 
ready. But at the core, the enterprise readiness of blockchain is still under debate. And the current set of platforms are not enterprise-ready in a 
true sense.  

• Some of the limitations are listed below: 

– Immature offerings 

– Unproven for mission-critical applications 

– Limited scalability  

– Lack of resilience and proper security features 

• HPE bridges this gap by offering the MCDLT solution, which is truly enterprise ready. 

• Expectations for high availability in a mission-critical solution are to recover normal operation in a few minutes at most, while ensuring 
minimal/zero data loss. 

• Enterprises demand unique requirements for blockchain and some of the requirements are listed below: 

– Unique functional requirements: 

 Transactions are typically run between known parties who require privacy 

 Enterprises operate in environments of regulations and laws across multiple geographies and jurisdictions 

• Additional business requirements: 

– Blockchain needs to work in a hybrid operating model  

– Workloads require portability  

– Speed, Availability, Scalability, Security, Manageability and Control 
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The HPE MCDLT solution is built on top of the Corda Enterprise blockchain platform. In the Corda Enterprise platform, uniqueness and 
consensus is achieved by a service called the Notary. The Notary is a network service that provides uniqueness and consensus by attesting that, 
for a given transaction, it has not already signed other transactions that consume any of the proposed transaction’s input states. Notaries, which 
are at the core of Corda Enterprise, should run on nodes that are highly resilient and highly available. Corda Enterprise supports a standalone 
single-node notary, and a highly-available Notary service based on a Percona Galera Cluster. The NonStop-based Notary is based on a highly 
available version of the standalone notary. Smaller Corda Enterprise networks may well adopt a highly available version of the standalone Notary 
rather than the full Galera Cluster model, given the latter’s increased operational complexity. In this case, the standalone Notary runs on MCDLT 
running on HPE NonStop.  

HPE NonStop, which is at the core of the HPE MCDLT solution, is known for its fault-tolerance and provides a very high level of availability and 
almost linear scalability. It is based on a share-nothing architecture. Fault in any one component (software or hardware) is taken care of by a 
backup component, without losing the process context or the transaction, thus providing a high level of integrity. This solution comes with an 
industry proven database called SQL/MX, making NonStop an ideal environment on which a notary can run. Any participating node which needs 
mission critical availability is recommended to run on NonStop as well. Although Corda Enterprise does include hot/cold failover HA capability, 
use of NonStop will take this to the next level. 

Solution overview  
A typical Corda Enterprise network consists of the following components:  

• Nodes – Communicating using AMQP/1.0 over TLS. Nodes use a relational database (SQL/MX, Microsoft® SQL Server, Azure SQL, Oracle, 
PostgreSQL) for data storage. 

• A network map service that signs the identity of each node to control membership of the network and publishes information about nodes on 
the network.  

• One or more notary services – A notary may itself be distributed over multiple nodes. 

• Zero or more oracle services. An oracle is a well-known service that signs transactions if they state a fact and that fact is considered to be true. 
They may also optionally provide the facts. This is how the ledger can be connected to the real world, despite being fully deterministic.  

• A purely in-memory implementation of the messaging subsystem is provided, which can inject simulated latency between nodes and visualize 
communications between them.  

• The Corda Enterprise platform is defined as a set of immutable states, which are created and destroyed by digitally signed transactions. Each 
transaction points to a set of states that it will consume and destroy. These are called inputs, and contain a set of new states that it will create. 
These are called outputs. 

• An application written on the Corda Enterprise platform is called a CorDapp. To serve any useful function, a CorDapp needs three core 
elements: 

– One or more states – the shared facts that will be agreed upon and stored on the ledger. 

– One or more contracts – the rules governing how these states can evolve over time. 

– One or more flows – the step-by-step process for carrying out a ledger update. 
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– A typical transaction on Corda Enterprise looks like Figure 1. A buyer, who wants to buy a property from a seller, takes a loan from a bank 
and uses the loaned money to buy the property. The notary service is the service that brings the consensus and validates the transaction. 
Hence the notary service must run on a mission critical system. 

 

Figure 1. Simplified architectural diagram showing transaction flow in a typical DLT design 
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MCDLT is an HPE offering to accommodate blockchain workloads that must run at enterprise scale. The diagram below shows the complete 
MCDLT solution based on a Corda Enterprise network. 

 

Figure 2. Complete MCDLT solution based on a Corda Enterprise network 

MCDLT significantly improves availability and scalability of the solution by enabling Corda Enterprise with HPE NonStop TS/MP middleware. It 
leverages a proven secure HPE NonStop environment and improves linear scalability and fault-tolerance of the ledger using NonStop SQL/MX 
database. 

For the reference implementation, we implemented a MCDLT solution on an HPE Virtualized NonStop (vNS) system deployed in an OpenStack 
private cloud. The cloud was built using HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers connected over a high speed 40GbE RoCE fabric. This fabric was 
built using HPE InfiniBand EDR/Ethernet 100Gb 2-port 840QSFP28 ConnectX-4 NICs in the servers connected to an HPE FlexFabric 5940 
40GbE switch. HPE 3PAR was used as the storage solution. Red Hat® OpenStack (RHOSP) was used to provide Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). 
vNS systems were provisioned, deployed, and managed using OpenStack services such as Nova, Cinder, Glance, Horizon, and KeyStone. NonStop 
Virtual Machines (vNSK, vCLIM, and vNSC) were deployed over the IaaS to form a complete NonStop system. The HPE MCDLT solution is shown 
in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. HPE MCDLT solution 

Solution components  
Hardware 
Hardware for the HPE MCDLT solution includes the following components. 

• HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server 

– Adaptable for diverse workloads and environments, the secure 2P 2U HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server delivers world-class performance 
with the right balance of expandability and scalability. HPE DL380 Gen10 server is designed for supreme versatility and resiliency, and 
backed by a comprehensive warranty – making it ideal for multiple environments. With the HPE Secure Compute Lifecycle, you have a 
new security foundation to protect against malicious threats that target server firmware and result in denial of service and data loss. HPE is 
the only vendor to provide silicon root of trust, which creates a digital fingerprint in the silicon and ensures the server will never boot with 
compromised firmware. 

• HPE InfiniBand EDR/Ethernet 100Gb 2-port 840QSFP28 adapter 

– Based on the Mellanox ConnectX-4 IB technology, the HPE InfiniBand EDR and 100Gb Ethernet 840QSFP28 adapter delivers low latency 
and up to 100Gbps bandwidth, ideal for performance-driven server and storage clustering applications in enterprise data centers. 

• HPE FlexFabric 5940 40GbE switch 

– A vNS system uses RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) as the system interconnect fabric. vNS uses Single Root I/O Virtualization (SR-
IOV) technology to share a single RoCE NIC with multiple NonStop VMs running on the same physical server. 

• HPE 3PAR storage with iSCSI support 

Software 
Software and technologies for the HPE MCDLT solution include the following. 

• Corda Enterprise meets functional requirements for decentralized business models. Some of the requirements are: 

– Record and synchronize transactions 

– Create consensus between partners 

https://www.hpe.com/in/en/resources/servers/secure-compute-lifecycle.html
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– Use distributed ledgers 

– Provide privacy – data is shared only between parties who need to know about a transaction 

– In a Corda Enterprise based solution, consensus happens at an individual transaction level, not at the system level, and Corda supports 
various consensus algorithms. Involved parties validate only the transactions which are relevant to them rather than the transactions of all 
unrelated parties or validators. 

– Corda Enterprise provides a strong link between legal prose and Smart contract code. 

• Red Hat OpenStack Platform (RHOSP version 10) 

The vNS system uses a few of the OpenStack services, which are listed in the table below. 

Table 1. OpenStack services used by vNS 

OpenStack service Function 

Nova – compute service Supports an API to instantiate and manage VMs on KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) 

Keystone – identity service Provides authentication services 

Glance – image service Manages VM images, including querying/updating image metadata and retrieving actual image data 

Neutron – networking service Provides network connectivity and IP addressing for VMs managed by the Nova compute service 

Cinder – block storage service Provides an API to instantiate and manage block storage volumes 

Horizon – dashboard service Provides web-based user interfaces for creating, allocating, and managing OpenStack resources within a cloud 

 

• vNS (version 18.02) – Some of the core features are: 

– Near continuous availability – delivering instant, continuous access to secure, accurate data  

– Real-time database – handling high-volume transaction processing and data warehouse environments 

– Data integrity – ensuring transaction integrity and reliable handling of data 

– Massive scalability (TS/MP) – enabling near-linear scaling without degradation 

– Standard and modern – leveraging the economies of standards-based, modular computing, and modern software development 
environments 

– End-to-end security – providing sophisticated protection of resources and data 

Table 2 describes how the NonStop system achieves high availability. 

Table 2. Features that make NonStop with No single point of failure 

NonStop feature Scope 

Process pairs Implements OS services with context always on 

Persistent process Implements OS services without context always on 

Application availability Automatic restart and load re-distribution of application processes 

Middleware availability Ensure application servers or web services are always on 

Online operations Online data backups, database alterations, and more 

 

• HPE vNS technology delivers true business resiliency with a highly-integrated stack of software, database, and application services – providing 
the foundation that HPE NonStop mission-critical customers continue to rely on. 

• HPE vNS systems are architected with clustering, workload balancing, and online management to deliver near continuous application 
availability and meet the most stringent uptime SLAs. 
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• vNS security 

– Guardian security provides a two-level group/user model, authentication, basic user management, and authorization. Safeguard, which is 
also a part of the base NonStop operating system, adds flexible authentication, authorization, and audit services based on a subject/object 
access control model that allows you to appropriately restrict authenticated users’ access to NonStop Guardian system resources. 

• SQL/MX is known for its availability and scalability. The table below captures its characteristics.  

Table 3. Comparison between various databases 

 Traditional RDBMS NoSQL NewSQL NonStop SQL 

Relational/SQL     

Scale Out     

Data Integrity/ACID     

Highest availability     

 

Application software 
Examples of application software (CorDapp) that need to run on a mission critical DLT platform can range from banking applications like 
syndicated lending to health care sector applications like patient care. 

Best practices and configuration guidance for the solution 
• HPE recommends that physical cores assigned to vNS CPUs and vCLIMs reside in the same Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) zone for 

best performance. 

– vNS requires that all of the memory allocated to the VMs resides in the same Non-uniform memory access (NUMA) zone for best 
performance.  

– vNS CPUs require dedicated cores with hyperthreading enabled. One hyperthread will be used by the vNS CPU. The other hyperthread 
must be kept idle by the host operating system, dedicating it to the vNS CPU. 

– NonStop Virtualized Cluster I/O Modules (vCLIMs) require hyperthreading to be enabled, and use both the hyperthreads on a core. vCLIMs 
also require dedicated cores.  

• RoCE configuration requirements: 

– A vNS system requires RoCE v2 

Table 4. RoCE configuration requirements 

RoCE requirement for ConnectX-4 That can provide 

HPE InfiniBand EDR/Ethernet 840QSFP28 

adapter in the compute nodes 

• Two 40 Gbps Ethernet ports 

• Drivers that support RoCE and ConnectX-4 

Ethernet switches • 40 Gbps Ethernet ports 

• Support for Data Center Bridging (DCB) protocols, specifically IEEE 802.3x Global Pause to 
provide buffer management for the Ethernet switches 

Two independent interconnect fabrics Two ports on the Ethernet host adapter card must be connected to two separate Ethernet switches. 
The two switches function as independent Interconnect fabrics to provide fault tolerance 
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Tested proof-of-concept  
For this paper, a configuration was tested by running a sample “Trader” CorDapp application. In this PoC, the network is running in demo mode, 
i.e., there is no doorman required to set up the nodes. It brings up four nodes: Bank A, Bank B, Bank of Corda (Lending Bank), and a Notary node 
that they all use. Bank A is a buyer who requests some cash from the Lending Bank in order to acquire commercial paper from Bank B, the seller.  

This proof-of-concept contains four nodes – Notary, Seller, Buyer, and a Lending Bank. Any node that needs a mission critical platform needs to 
run on the MCDLT solution, in this case, the Notary and the Lending Bank nodes run on MCDLT (vNS + DL380). The transaction takes place in 
two stages. First, the Buyer node requests a Loan from the Lending Bank to buy property from the Seller (steps 1-8). The transaction is validated 
and committed to the distributed ledger once the three parties (Buyer, Lending Bank, and Notary) agree and conclude the transaction as valid. 
Second, the Buyer proposes a transaction to buy the property from the Seller (steps 9-17). In this case, the transaction is validated and 
committed to the distributed ledger once all three parties (Buyer, Seller, and Notary) agree and conclude the transaction as valid. Even if the 
Notary node goes down, vNS quickly gets another instance of the Notary service back in action without affecting the transaction. This 
characteristic of vNS is what makes DLT as MCDLT. 

 

Figure 4. Proof-of-concept 
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Summary 
In summary, MCDLT is an enterprise-ready solution powered by Corda Enterprise and HPE’s Mission Critical Technology. 

• Corda Enterprise offers functional requirements for decentralized business models. It allows customers to: 

– Record, manage, and synchronize nodes 

– Manage contracts between trading partners 

– Use distributed ledgers 

– Enforce privacy matters – data is shared only between parties who need to know 

• HPE Mission Critical Technology offers:  

– Resilience and linear scalability 

– Integrated fault-tolerant SQL/MX database 

– Highly secure platform 

This combination of Corda Enterprise and HPE’s mission critical infrastructure makes MCDLT one of the best available mission critical DLT 
solutions today. 

Implementing a proof-of-concept 
As a matter of best practice for all deployments, HPE recommends implementing a proof-of-concept using a test environment that matches as 
closely as possible the planned production environment. In this way, appropriate performance and scalability characterizations can be obtained. 
For help with a proof-of-concept, contact an HPE Services representative (hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html) or your HPE partner. 

 

http://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html
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